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Maximizing Horsepower Made Easy: British Customs Releases Performance
Exhaust Weekend Project Packages for Triumph Modern Classics

British Customs releases complete engine performance upgrades Weekend Projects packages
for Triumph Street Twin, Bonneville T120, Bonneville T100, Thruxton 900, Bonneville Mag,
and more.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) November 10, 2016 -- Upgrading a motorcycle’s exhaust is perhaps the most
quintessential upgrade known to motorcycle enthusiasts. What rider doesn’t want to get everything they can
from their engine and make their bike sound great in the process? But upgrading performance isn’t always just
a matter of pulling off the old mufflers and replacing them with shiny new ones: the best results come from
taking a holistic approach to maximize engine performance by installing an air box removal kit, an air injection
removal kit, and upgrading the fuel management system with either a piggyback ECU or upgraded carb jets
along with the muffler. However, each motorcycle’s needs vary from model to model, which has caused
significant frustration and confusion among riders who seek to customize their own motorcycle themselves.

To eliminate the guesswork and frustration from upgrading motorcycle exhaust, British Customs has released
Performance Weekend Projects packages containing everything a rider needs to install a new exhaust system on
their Triumph modern classic. A Performance Weekend Project upgrade package from British Customs
includes either a pair of slip-on mufflers or a full exhaust system, an air box removal kit, an air injection
removal kit, and either a Dynojet Power Commander V or the appropriate carburetor jet kit depending on the
model motorcycle. This ensures that a motorcycle will run properly with its new exhaust system by fully and
correctly replacing all the parts that need to be upgraded in order for the engine to accommodate for its
increased performance demands.

The upgrades contained in Weekend Project packages can all be installed using only common tools and do not
require anything more than basic technical knowledge to install.They also allow riders to transform their
motorcycle into a variety of authentic retro styles, including cafe racers, trackers, scramblers, desert sleds,
bobbers, hot rods, resto-mods, and more. Each part in a Weekend Project package takes its cues from the rich
heritage of 60s and 70s Triumph motorcycles to help riders achieve a truly custom vintage look on their modern
classic.

To complement the release of their revolutionary new line of performance exhaust slip-ons, British Customs
released Weekend Project packages designed to help riders get the state-of-the-art exhaust with Predator Pro,
Sleeper Pro, and Performance Tip mufflers. These packages are tailored for the Triumph Bonneville T100,
Thruxton 900, Bonneville Mag, Bonneville T120, Street Twin, and Thruxton 1200 model motorcycles.

Weekend Projects are offered for every section of a motorcycle, including seat packages to improve the bike’s
appearance, controls packages to improve ergonomics, lighting packages to relocate turn signals, performance
packages to completely upgrade the exhaust system, and soon-to-be-unveiled maintenance packages. With
Weekend Projects, a rider can easily transform his or her Triumph motorcycle in a single sitting.

To support the riders who are inspired to build their own custom motorcycle, British Customs created an
expansive Resource Center where they have a continually growing list of curated installation instructions, how-
to guides, buyer’s guides, and Motorcycle 101 guides. Each guide is rated by difficulty, lists what tools are
required, how long an installation takes, and for what models the guide works. The British Customs Resource
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Center is designed to help riders ranging from new first time owners to experienced custom builders learn how
to customize, work on, and maintain their Triumph and Ducati motorcycles. Users can also leave questions or
comments on articles in the Resource Center, where British Customs experts or other community members can
respond to support each other.

About British Customs:
British Customs is a Southern California-based lifestyle brand and designer of aftermarket motorcycle parts.
They are known for making the highest quality factory-spec bolt-on parts that only require common tools and
minimal technical knowledge to install. With any of their parts upgrades, the average rider can completely
customize his or her motorcycle in a weekend.

Disclosure:
Performance products are not for sale in California or any other state that it is not legally permissible and use is
restricted. The California Air Resources Board (CARB) and other agencies regulate motorcycle aftermarket
parts that have the potential to impact emissions. In most cases, the sale and use of emissions related to
aftermarket parts on motorcycles is prohibited unless it is either a “replacement part” or for closed course
competition use only as defined by California, or is a specifically authorized use of that part as reflected in an
Executive Order (“EO Part.”). Any order constitutes Buyers offer and Sellers acceptance of the Terms and
Conditions stated here upon purchase or acceptance.
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Contact Information
News Room
Triton Communications
+1 3104368012

News Room
1-310-436-8012

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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